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THE ROLE OF WORLD BANK AS A MEDIATOR IN INDUS WATER TREATY 1960 

SUNDUS ALAM* 

Introduction 

Indus water treaty is an agreement between Pakistan and India which defines the division of 
river waters between the two countries. Since partition the distribution of river water had been a 
source of discord among India and Pakistan. The state having more control over water resources 
would have an edge over the other, and in their rivalry since partition both the states were keen on 
having the power over the river system. In 1960 it was time that both states decided to set aside their 
differences and to sign an agreement which was acceptable to them under the mediation of World 
Bank. After intense consultations, on 19th September 1960, Pakistani President Mohammad Ayub 
Khan and Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru signed the Indus Water Treaty. 

 

Historical Background of the Treaty 

In 1951 David Lilienthal, former head of the Tennessee Valley Authority and the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission, visited the South Asian region. He was perplexed by the hostile condition 
between the two neighboring states of India and Pakistan due to the river water issues. He advised 
both the states to work towards an agreement of some sort to peacefully administer the Indus River 
system, and he was the one to suggest that the World Bank could mediate in the said 
agreement. Eugene Black, who was then the president of the World Bank, agreed to this suggestion of 
Lilienthal, and hence World Bank became a signatory in the Indus water treaty.   

 

The Responsibilities of World Bank as a Mediator 

By becoming the mediator between India and Pakistan in Indus Water Treaty, World Bank 
has certain responsibilities to fulfill. The World Bank has been assigned a crucial role in the 
implementation of the treaty. The World Bank must resolve any conflict related to Indus river system 
between both countries by following the procedure suggested in the treaty. The various 
responsibilities of the World Bank are discussed below. 

 

1. To Ensure the Equal Distribution of Water 

The World Bank has the duty to ensure that both the states are getting their share of river 
water according to the IWT. The Indus Water Treaty allocated the eastern rivers, Ravi, Sutlej, and 
Bias to India, while the western rivers Indus, Chenab, and Jhelum were allocated to Pakistan. India 
and Pakistan enjoy exclusive rights over the rivers that they have been allotted. Those rights include 
construction of Dams, storage facilities, hydroelectric power plants, and irrigation canals etc. World 
Bank is also responsible to ensure the provision of the above mentioned rights to both states. 
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2. Creation of the Permanent Indus Commission 

Permanent Indus Commission (PIC) is a bilateral commission composed of commissioners 
from both Pakistan and India. This commission was established to implement and manage the 
objectives and provisions defined by the treaty. The commission urges both states to solve the 
disputes arising over water sharing bilaterally.  

 

3. Appointment of a Neutral Expert or a Special Envoy 

The World Bank appoints a neutral expert or a special envoy when unresolvable 
disagreements occur between both parties. After being appointed, the neutral expert obtains 
information from both parties and makes its decision about the issue in accordance with the principles 
defined by the Indus Water Treaty. The decision of the neutral expert is binding on both parties. The 
purpose of appointing a neutral expert or special envoy is to reduce tensions between the two 
countries. 

  

4. The Establishment of a Court of Arbitration 

However, if the neutral expert is unable to resolve the disagreement between the two parties, 
the matter is then referred to a Court of Arbitration. The World Bank provides assistance in selecting 
the judges or umpires of the court, because the World Bank itself doesn’t participate in the court’s 
matters. The judges of the Arbitration Court issue the final verdict in the disagreement as an attempt 
to peacefully manage the conflict. 

 

Conclusion 

Numerous disputes have been peacefully resolved over the years through the conflict 
resolving mechanism of the Indus Water Treaty. Although the World Bank’s role is limited, as it can 
only propose ways to resolve the water related conflicts as a mediator, but it still has been quite 
successful in positively managing issues between India and Pakistan over the river system. The Indus 
Water Treaty is seen as one of the most successful international treaties. 

As the water sources of the world are slowly depleting it is utmost necessary for the two 
countries to intensify coordination and consultations among them in order to cope with the changes 
occurring due to global warming. So that, they can keep discussing the provisions of treaty and to 
make amendments in the treaty bilaterally as per the requirement of the time. 

The treaty is a great example of how international mediation can be instrumental in diffusing a 
hostile environment between two rival countries. It is extremely essential that, India and Pakistan 
should use the treaty as a model to negotiate, and try to resolve their other ongoing issues as well. 
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